Terms and Conditions for Members Visiting for Medical Tourism

Article 1 (Purpose)
The terms and conditions aim to prescribe the rights, duties and responsibilities of members visiting the Republic of Korea for medical tourism (hereinafter referred to as “visiting members”) in their use of the Internet-related services provided by Visit Medical Korea (hereinafter referred to as “services”).

The original terms and conditions shall be in Korean. They shall be translated into English, Japanese, Chinese and Russian, which may differ from the Korean original. The Korean original shall be prioritized for interpretation of the terms and conditions.

Article 2 (Definition)
The terms in the terms and conditions are defined as follows:

Service: All services for members visiting the Republic of Korea for medical tourism provided by Visit Medical Korea.

Visiting members: Those visiting the Republic of Korea for medical tourism and users who have provided their information related to their visits to the country to Visit Medical Korea.

Affiliate: Any business entity aimed at joint marketing and/or joint business and affiliated with Visit Medical Korea.

Article 3 (Effects of the Terms and Conditions and Their Modification)
① The terms and conditions shall become effective when Visit Medical Korea announces them on its website.
② Visit Medical Korea may modify the terms and conditions on the condition that it does not fail to comply with the laws and regulations related to the terms and conditions.
③ If Visit Medical Korea needs to revise the terms and conditions, the date of application and the reason for revision shall be clearly indicated and the contents shall appear publicly along with the current terms and conditions on the initial screen from seven days prior to the date of application. However, if any change of the terms and conditions is disadvantageous from the perspective of visiting members, it shall be announced publicly at least 30 days before the date of application of the revised terms and conditions.
④ Upon any revision of the terms and conditions of Visit Medical Korea, the revised terms and conditions shall apply to the contracts entered after the date of application and the previous terms and conditions shall still remain valid for the contracts entered before the revision. However, the revised terms and conditions shall apply if a contracted member has expressed his/her desire to have the revised one applied and secured the agreement of Visit Medical Korea within the period for the announcement of the revised terms and conditions prescribed in Clause 3.
⑤ Any other matters not prescribed in the terms and conditions and interpretation of the terms and conditions shall be handled based on the related laws, regulations or commercial practice established by the government.

Article 4 (Duty to Protect Personal Data)
Visit Medical Korea shall strive to protect the personal data of “visiting members” as prescribed in related laws and regulations such as the “Personal Data Protection Act” and the “Use and Protection of Credit Information Act.” Related laws and regulations, as well as the personal data handling policy of Visit Medical Korea, shall apply to matters pertaining to the protection and use of personal data. However, the personal data handling policy of Visit Medical Korea will not apply to linked websites other than the official website of Visit Medical Korea.

Article 5 (Provision and Change of “Services”)
① Visit Medical Korea shall provide the following services to visiting members through affiliates or its own events.

Subscription to Insurance Services for the Safety of Medical Tourists
Referring to all services provided to “visiting members” through other or additional developments or affiliates.
② The subscription to the insurance for the safety of medical tourists shall apply to "visiting members comprehensively, covering domestic travel insurance and Security and Care Insurance for Medical Tourism," and the detailed insurance and service details shall be prescribed separately.

③ Visit Medical Korea commissions the following personal data-handling affairs for smooth personal data handling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliate (Trustee)</th>
<th>Dongbu Insurance Co., Ltd., Korea Medical Dispute Mediation and Arbitration Agency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Committed Personal Data</td>
<td>Personal data for insurance subscription to ensure the safety of medical tourists managed by Visit Medical Korea - Name / E-Mail Address / Date of Birth / Gender / Passport Number / Planned Date to Visit a Hospital</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

④ Visit Medical Korea may modify its “services” entirely or partly as necessary for managerial or technological reasons.

⑤ In the event of any change to the contents, method of use or time for use of the ”services,” the reason for such modification, contents of the services to be modified and the dates of provision shall appear on the initial service screen prior to any such modification.

⑥ Visit Medical Korea may revise, suspend or modify all or part of the freely provided services and will not pay any separate compensation to “visiting members” unless specifically prescribed in related laws and regulations.

Article 6 (Duties of Parties to the Contract)

① Visit Medical Korea shall ensure that visiting members use its services on the date commencing services as desired unless there is a special reason not to.

② Visit Medical Korea shall establish a security system for personal data protection and announce and comply with the personal data-handling policies.

③ Visiting members shall provide the data necessary for services to be received based on facts and waive their rights if they have registered forged data or other person’s data.

④ Visiting members shall comply with the matters prescribed in the terms and conditions as well as public notices provided by Visit Medical Korea and related laws and regulations and shall not be involved in any act that interferes with or defames the duties of Visit Medical Korea and its affiliates.

⑤ Visiting members shall not transfer, donate or provide as collateral their rights to use the services and other contractual positions to a third party without the explicit agreement of Visit Medical Korea.

Article 7 (Matters Not Prescribed in the Terms and Conditions)

Any matters not prescribed in the terms and conditions shall be handled based on the “Terms of Service” agreed by Visit Medical Korea.

<Supplementary Rule>

(Enforcement Date) The terms and conditions shall apply from Month Day, 2015.